MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are short, non-coding RNAs that modulate protein expression, are altered in the course of oncogenesis and play a key role in the proliferation, invasiveness, metastatic potential and resistance to therapy of cancer cells. One of the major limitations of using miRNAs as therapeutic approaches against cancer is to obtain an adequate delivery to neoplastic lesions. This is especially germane for tumors of the central nervous system (CNS), which are protected by the blood-brain barrier. Conversely, there is less concern in this respect about antitumor immunotherapeutic approaches, as these can diffusely access tumors, including those located within the CNS. The immune system can indeed recognize and eradicate tumors, but this is highly mitigated by a plethora of tumor-mediated immunosuppressive mechanisms. Over the last decade, immunologists have redirected their efforts toward blocking tumor-mediated immunosuppression as a means to generate therapeutically relevant antitumor immune responses. Thus, we reasoned that if miRNAs could be used to reverse tumor-mediated immunosuppression and hence induce antitumor immunity so that the delivery issue would be overcome, the immune system would become a "Trojan horse" and mediate miRNA-ignited therapeutic effects. This is particularly relevant as circulating immune cells are among the first cell population to be exposed to intravenously administered miRNAs.

To identify potential immunomodulatory miRNAs, we utilized a step-wise process of (1) screening for miRNAs that are downregulated in malignant or tumor-associated immune cells relative to their normal counterparts; (2) evaluating such candidate miRNAs for their potential effects on immunosuppressive pathways; and (3) then validating the miRNA targets and testing the therapeutic effects of miRNAs in immunocompetent model systems. Because the signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) has been shown to play a key role in a wide variety of tumor-mediated mechanisms of immunosuppression,[@R1]^-^[@R3] STAT3 was one of the first candidates that we assessed for potential miRNA binding. We found that miR-124 targets multiple nodes of the STAT3 signaling pathway ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In line with this notion, both the systemic administration of miR-124 or the adoptive transfer of miR-124-transfected T cells exerted potent therapeutic effects in clonotypic and genetically engineered murine models of glioblastoma and robustly enhanced immune effector responses within the tumor microenvironment. These effects were ablated in both CD4^+^ and CD8^+^ cell-depleted mice as well as in nude mice, indicating that miR-124 exerts antineoplastic activities that depends on a T cell-mediated immune response.[@R4]

![**Figure 1.** Inhibitory activity of miR-124 on multiple nodes of the STAT3 signaling pathway. Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) can be activated by a variety of ligands, including interleukin-6 (IL-6) and the epidermal growth factor (EGF). miR-124 not only can downregulate signal transducers like SHC1 and STAT3, but also can occasionally inhibit the phosphorylation of mitogen-activated protein kinases 1 and 3 (MAPK1 and MAPK3), probably in a contextual fashion, when IL-6 is absent and cells are highly dependent on EGF receptor (EGFR) signaling.](onci-2-e25124-g1){#F1}

The concept of using miRNAs to modulate immune responses is not only centered around STAT3. We have now identified miRNAs that target transforming growth factor β receptor 1 (TGFBR1), such as miR-142--3p, which disrupts autocrine stimulation and results in the selective apoptotic demise of tumor-supportive M2 macrophages. Accordingly, miR-142--3p drives effective anticancer immune responses in established, heterogeneous, genetically engineered, high-grade glioma models.[@R5] Our strategy to identify immunomodulatory miRNAs is now being used to identify additional therapeutic molecules that may target other immunosuppressive effectors including (but not limited to) interleukin-10 (IL-10), programmed cell death 1 (PDCD1, best known as PD-1), PDCD1 ligand 1 (PDCD1L1, best known as PD-L1 or CD174), cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA4) and forkhead box P3 (FOXP3). There are far-reaching implications for our identification strategy, as we have demonstrated that miRNAs can reverse tumor-elicited immunosuppressive mechanisms in a therapeutically relevant fashion. Reciprocally, by screening the immune cells of patients bearing autoimmune diseases relative to those of normal subjects, miRNAs could be identified that may block pro-inflammatory responses, perhaps leading to the development of immunomodulatory agents for the treatment of multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, psoriasis or graft rejection.

There are several unique advantages in using miRNAs for immunomodulation. Unlike other proprietary agents including monoclonal antibodies or chemotherapeutics, miRNAs are indeed readily available to the scientific community. Furthermore, miRNAs allow for targeting intracellular molecule, whereas antibody-based immunotherapies are limited to extracellular or cell-surface exposed targets. Moreover, although a variety of cell-based immunotherapeutic approaches are undergoing clinical testing for their antineoplastic potential, with the evolution of cost-effective medicine, inexpensive immunomodulatory agents hold great commercial appeal. In this respect, miRNAs are easy and inexpensive to manufacture. In addition, alternative approaches such as the use small molecule inhibitors generally induce modest or transient responses as a consequence of redundant signal transduction pathways or the activation of compensative signals.[@R6]^,^[@R7] miRNAs are known to target networks, and we found that single miRNAs can block multiple nodes of a given signaling pathway including those activated by alternative ligands ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This may provide a unique therapeutic advantage. Finally, although there are small inhibitors of the STAT3 signaling pathway that will soon be entering clinical trials,[@R8] the toxicity profile of miR-124 may be favorable as compared with that of chemotherapeutic agents, as miR-124 is an endogenous biological product that is normally expressed by most cell types, including neurons.

Limitations to the use of miRNAs as therapeutic agents, reflecting their biological complexity, are the elucidation of relevant biomarkers for clinical trials and the establishment of a comprehensive understanding of their mechanism of action. The mechanistic targets of miRNAs are likely to be context- and cell-specific and their precise elucidation may require extensive pre-clinical studies. For example, in the course of autoimmune responses miR-124 probably targets C/EBP-α-PU.1 and hence deactivates immune effectors,[@R9] whereas in the context of antitumor immunity it inhibits immunosuppressive STAT3 and thus activates the immune system.

In the future, as the immunosuppressive mechanisms employed by cancer to evade immunosurveillance are heterogeneous,[@R10] specific tumors may be screened for operational immunosuppressive pathways, leading to the selection of the appropriate miRNA(s) for use. Alternatively, tumor-mediated immunosuppression could be comprehensively controlled in unselected patients by using a combination of multiple miRNAs. Ultimately, miRNAs may serve as a new class of immunotherapeutics with distinct advantages, but achieving this goal requires a substantial investment and effort from multiple investigators.
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